
Create a JavaScript environment 
I found getting into JavaScript quite a challenge, as I had not used this language before. I 
had experience in HTML and little in CSS scripts. 

The first challenge was to setup the working environment so that you can run and test your 
scripts.  The first package that you must install is Nodejs. There are 2 flavours of this 
package LTS(Long Term Support) and Current.  If you want the latest version you need 
Current, whereas LTS is more for companies requiring a stable package. 

Here is a link to the download page: Download | Node.js 

It is available for Windows, Mac and other platforms, such as Linux. 

 

Once you have installed Nodejs the installation will add a link to the package in your 
Windows start menu, as for Mac, I cannot be sure because I don’t have a Mac. 

To run the next part that you will need to setup your environment is a command prompt, 
such as Cmd.exe, which needs to be ‘Run As Administrator’, but equally Nodejs  provides a 
command prompt that works equally well. 

There are many packages that are designed to be used for JavaScript programming, so they 
wrote a package manager to install them. The most common one is npm (Node Package 
Manager), but there are several other ones out there such as  JSPM, Jam, Volo, and yarn. 

As I mentioned before JavaScript has many packages that make programming in JavaScript 
much simpler.  In JavaScript terminology these are called ‘dependencies.  To run these 
packages within the project folder you will need to create a package.json file. 

 

https://nodejs.org/en/download/


NOTE: 

There are two other apps that you will need to have installed on your computer: 

Python 

Git 

So once you have your package manager installed you need to setup a folder on your 
computer where you are going to develop your project, if you type the command shown 
below, this will write a file in this location, called package.json. 

npm int -y (The -y flag means to run with the defaults) 

Or  

You could use this code: 

{ 

  "name": "JavaScriptTests", 

  "version": "1.0.0", 

  "description": "Java Test", 

  "main": "app.js", 

  "scripts": { 

    "test": "echo \"Error: no test specified\" && exit 1", 

    "start": "node app.js" 

  }, 

  "keywords": [ 

    "Learning" 

  ], 

  "author": "T Hudson", 

  "repository": { 

    "type": "git", 

    "url": "index.html" 

  }, 

  "license": "ISC", 

   

  "dependencies": { 

       "express": "^4.17.1" 

  } 

} 

Express 

Express is the "backbone" of a lot of Web Apps that have their back end in NodeJS. From 
what I know, its primary asset being the providence of a routing system that handles the 
services of "interaction" between 2 hosts. 

  The express dependency is the minimum that is needed in the package.json file but if you 
want any of the list shown under this file installed by all means add them. 



Here is a list of other dependencies that you may wish to use: 

"babel-cli": "6.26.0", 

"babel-core": "6.26.3", 

"babel-loader": "8.0.6", 

"babel-preset-latest": "6.24.1", 

"babel-register": "^6.26.0", 

"chai": "4.2.0", 

"chalk": "^2.4.2", 

"cheerio": "0.22.0", 

"compression": "1.7.4", 

"cross-env": "5.2.0", 

"css-loader": "3.0.0", 

"eslint": "5.16.0", 

"eslint-plugin-import": "2.17.3", 

"eslint-watch": "5.1.2", 

"extract-text-webpack-plugin": "3.0.2", 

"html-webpack-plugin": "3.2.0", 

"jsdom": "^15.1.1", 

"json-schema-faker": "0.4.7", 

"json-server": "0.15.0", 

"localtunnel": "^1.9.2", 

"mocha": "^6.1.4", 

"nock": "10.0.6", 

"nodemon": "^1.19.1", 

"npm-run-all": "^4.1.5", 

"nsp": "3.2.1", 

"numeral": "2.0.6", 

"open": "6.3.0", 

"rimraf": "2.6.3", 

"style-loader": "0.23.1", 

"surge": "0.21.3", 

"webpack": "4.34.0", 

"webpack-dev-middleware": "3.7.0", 

"webpack-hot-middleware": "2.25.0", 

"webpack-md5-hash": "0.0.6", 

} 

 

Now that you have prepared the package.json file with the dependencies you want to use, 
you need to type the following into the command window: 

npm install 

bower 

Bower is a package management system for client-side programming on the World Wide 
Web. It depends on Node.js and npm. It works with git and GitHub repositories.  To run this 
you will need to create a bower.json file. Typically it will look like this: 



{ 

  "name": "javascript_tests_frontend", 

  "description": "Java Test", 

  "main": "app.js", 

  "authors": [ 

    "T Hudson" 

  ], 

  "license": "ISC", 

  "keywords": [ 

    "Learning", 

    "Introduction" 

  ], 

  "homepage": "index.html", 

  "private": true, 

  "ignore": [ 

    "**/.*", 

    "node_modules", 

    "bower_components", 

    "test", 

    "tests" 

  ], 

  "dependencies": { 

    "jasmine-core": "jasmine#^2.5.2", 

    "jasmine-jquery": "^2.1.1", 

    "bootstrap": "^3.3.7", 

    "jquery": "^3.1.1" 

  } 

} 

To install this go to your command window npm install –global bower , the global tag means 
that the dependence will be available for all projects on the disk.  When it has finished 
loading you can check its loaded by typing bower -v,  and it should report the same version 
as was reported when the dependency loaded.  Now you must activate the bower by typing  
bower install  

Jasmine 

Jasmine is a framework enables automated Node.js unit testing, which is best run using the 
Chrome browser.  Chrome is the best because it is built using the V8 JavaScript engine, 
which is the same engine that Nodejs uses.  Chrome also has advanced debugging tools 
which will be useful in debugging your scripts. 

Code Editor 

You will also need code editor such as Komodo Edit, or even Visual Studio, but there are 
many editors out on the web. Atom is a good one and its free! 

Now that all the dependencies have been installed we can run the server and start coding. 



In the command window to start the server type: npm start 

 

When the above message is shown you it starts the Express server and any HTML/Javascript 
files in the folder will run on this server. 

Now this has been done you can start developing your JavaScript apps/. 


